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[HELP] How the RSS Posts are managed by ABS?
Posted by myniche - 2010/03/23 14:52

_____________________________________

Carty, after reading the manual and using the software on some trial blogger blogs, I have got a good
feel for your software. Nice work and I am looking forward to it getting better and better.
In the meantime, I am trying to understand how the posting is handled so let me ask a few questions:
1. When we have our RSS feeds in the editing box and we make changes, we need to SAVE it first,
and then we have three options,1) to click "POST TO BLOG", 2) leave it checked in the list of feeds
above, or 3) leave it unchecked in that list. Now, if we click "POST TO BLOG", does that immediately
post it to the blog, or put it in que for posting based on our time parameter we set for that blog?
2. If we click the "POST ALL MARKED ITEMS", do the RSS feed posts remain on our computer and
then get sent to the blog later, or does the software send ALL those posts to the WP or Blogger blog and
save them there for future scheduled posting?
3. Do we need to leave AUTOBLOGGING SOFTWARE open in our WINDOWS system tray all the time
for posts to be completed, or can we close the software because all the posts are completed/uploaded
already?
4. Can we add HTML or affiliate/adsense links into the RSS POSTS that are to be posted on schedule?
I would like some help on how to best add affiilate datafeeds with our affiliate links.
Thats it for now.
Brian
============================================================================

Re: [HELP] How the RSS Posts are managed by ABS?
Posted by Carty - 2010/03/23 15:11

_____________________________________

Dear Brian,
First of all thank you for the comments. Of course you will start loving it the more you use it.
1. Yes, you see the save button show up when something has changed and they get applied only when
you press it! If no changes are made, forget it :)
Rest of your question, don't complicate it. Post to Blog button will post the current item! The one that is
selected above (doesn't matter if you have 10 or more marked already above).. It just posts that
particular item! If already some posts are being made, like say you marked about 10 items and clicked
on "Post all marked items" button, the software will be working on posting them. Should take less than a
minute to post 20 items or so.. Within that time, if you press post to blog (single post) button or mark
some more items and press post all marked items button, they all will be added to the queue of current
posting process. As simple as that!
2. When you click Post all marked items button, all the items/articles are posted immediately to your
blog. They actually get scheduled to be published on future dates, on your blog, as per the interval set
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on the software. Like in your question, yes, they're sent to your blog immediately but published evenly
over time :) Scheduled!
3. As mentioned above, the posting process takes about a minute or even lesser for around 20 marked
items. Once the posting is complete or once the posts have been sent to your blog, you can close it :)
Rest of the work (publishing or scheduling) is handled by your blog automatically. No need to
touch/modify anything there. It just happens..
4. That's coming up.. I have a lot of ideas in mind. Implementing a WYSIWYG type of editor, automatic
keyword conversions to cash links (affiliate links) and sorts.. The software grows over time.. Stay tuned..
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re: [HELP] How the RSS Posts are managed by ABS?
Posted by myniche - 2010/03/24 01:11

_____________________________________

Carty,
I just came across a new WP Plugin that has features that you may have planned or might?
Watch the videos, you may get some ideas.
hxxp://wparticleposter.com/video/wparticleposter.html
hxxp://wparticleposter.com/video/wpap2.html
============================================================================

Re: [HELP] How the RSS Posts are managed by ABS?
Posted by Carty - 2010/03/24 09:30

_____________________________________

You gotta be kidding me. There are a ton of plug-ins like these.. Pulling content from Yahoo answers,
like Caffeinated content and so on.. Nothing comes close to mine.. Does it Grab FULL Content from
partial feeds? Does it work with Blogger.com and WP? and a lot more to ask yourself..
Also, imagine having about 100 blogs. You wanna install those plug-ins on all of them individually? With
my software, 1 install, manage even over a 1,000,000 blogs :)
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re: [HELP] How the RSS Posts are managed by ABS?
Posted by Carty - 2010/03/24 09:36
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_____________________________________

Ok, I read your post again now.. Yes, those features of importing articles from directories and sorts will
be added to my software soon. I can't give you the exact time frame to complete but can promise one
thing: When it comes out, it will be much better than anything else out there :)
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================

Re:[HELP] How the RSS Posts are managed by ABS?
Posted by swearymarketer - 2010/03/24 17:11

_____________________________________

Yea... that feature would be cool as well. But for now, if you could make it have an OPTION to include
LINKS and custom text at the bottom of the post (like if we are using demo version), it would be good as
well, plus embedded youtube videos (if possible).
============================================================================

Re: [HELP] How the RSS Posts are managed by ABS?
Posted by myniche - 2010/03/25 03:02

_____________________________________

Carty wrote:
those features of importing articles from directories and sorts will be added to my software soon.
Thanks.

I look forward to this feature of articles from directories.

============================================================================

Re:[HELP] How the RSS Posts are managed by ABS?
Posted by Carty - 2011/03/14 09:16

_____________________________________

It's already there. When you add a feed, check the Post Template section at the Advanced Setting tab
and you can insert anything there which will be added to your posts.
Regards,
Carty..
============================================================================
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